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Abstract
We introduce novel interference cancellation schemes in order to improve the performance
in the partial block multi-carrier code division multiple access (PB/MC-CDMA) environment.
We are called OIC (order interference canceller). In the OIC scheme, we should find the
signal which is the strongest step by step and later removed from the receiver signals to
reduce the interference. The OIC is able to achieve better performance by reducing the
interference and compensating fading channel of signals. The performance and effectiveness
of the proposed system are demonstrated by computer simulations.
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1. Introduction
Multi-Carrier systems have received a constantly increasing attention due to their potential
capabilities in both combating frequency selective fading, and the envisioned high
performance in capacity and throughput offered to the users. The frequency diversity gain can
be achieved by de-spreading, and all users use the same sub-carriers by spreading orthogonal
codes for the multiple access technique. Consequently, this results in improved frequency
efficiency [1]. However, as the number of users increases, the performance worsens because
multiple accesses cause severe Inter Code Interferences (ICI) [2]. Therefore, the PB/MCCDMA system is mentioned in [3]. A PB/MC-CDMA system divides bandwidth into several
blocks consisting of a constant number of sub-carriers [1], allowing more users to operate
simultaneously than a conventional MC-CDMA system. However, the PB/MC-CDMA
system, like the MC-CDMA system, is affected by ICI from other users of each block,
because the spreading code orthogonality among the users is distorted by the frequency
selective fading channel. This means that there is still inter code interference within a single
block-unit. To mitigate this problem, many interference cancellation schemes have been
proposed.
Traditionally, there are two categories of interference cancellations which are successive
Interference cancellation (SIC) [4] and parallel interference cancellation (PIC) [5]. The PIC
system estimates and subtracts out all of the MUI for each user in parallel. For each user, the
corresponding interference signal replicas are subtracted from the receiver signal, generating
on interference mitigated signal. The main advantage of PIC is its fastness. But it suffers from
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the disadvantage that lower power users will have their BER very high, since detection is
done with less SIR and hardware complexity of receiver is high which requires a large
number of cancellations. Hence, the performance of PIC is inferior to SIC.
In this paper, we propose the interference cancellation scheme for PB/MC-CDMA system.
The proposed system is the ordered interference cancellation (OIC). First, the OIC scheme is
to sort in ascending order of the users signals which we look upon them as interference. In
OIC, the signal with the largest power is regenerated and subtracted from total received signal
and updating it. The remaining signals are now re-estimated and a new largest user is selected
and the process continues until all the users’ signals have been recovered or the maximum
allowable number of cancellations is reached. In OIC scheme, we should find the signal
which is the strongest step by step and removed from the receiver signals, from that we know
the OIC is very related with the final signal power, that is very sensitive to the receive signal
power distribution and it favors unequal receive power. So at the transmitter we used the preweights among different users before the signals transmitting, at the same time, we used the
OIC to cancel the interference from other users at the receiver and here Minimum mean
square error (MMSE) [6] is also employed to suppress interference with the assumption of the
perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver and reliable feedback of weight value
distribution from the receiver to the transmitter.

2. Channel Model
Wireless channels are characterized by time-varying multi-path propagation models. A
frequency selective fading channel environment is assumed in this paper; we also consider a
wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel with L path propagation in
the complex equivalent low pass time varying impulse response, represented as:
L

h(t ; )    l (t ) (   l )
l 1

(1)

L

   l (t )    0  ld 
l 1

where  () stands for the Dirac’s delta function,  l denote the propagation delay. l t 
denote path gain or loss factor for the l th path. Where

L

 E[ 
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2
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]  1 .  l t  is the mutually

independent complex Gaussian variable with an average of zero and variance  l2 . The multipath delay profile of the channel is given by [7].
L
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Figure 1 shows the multi-path propagation delay profile. We assume that an 18 path
frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel model has an exponential decay of the average
received power levels with an equal interval of  dB between adjacent paths.
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Figure 1. Exponential Decay Model
For channel simulation modeling, we considered the modified Jake’s uncorrelated
Rayleigh fading channel described in [8].
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Figure 2. Transmitter of the Proposed PB/MC-CDMA System
The transmitter structure for the PB/MC-CDMA with proposed OIC is illustrated in
Figure 2. Firstly, at the transmitter, a binary data sequence is transformed into data modulated symbol sequence and then the total bandwidth is divided into B sub -blocks
and each block has K sub-carriers yielding a total subcarrier number Nc  KB . Each user
is assigned to a b th block. Here we assume one user used per single block. Then the
data is spread using the u th orthogonal spreading code cu (k ); u  0 ~ U  1; k  0 ~ SF  1
which reused the spreading code in each block, here SF is the spreading factor and x 
denotes the largest integer that is not greater than x . Then the pilot symbols are inserted
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into the spread signals and also the spread signals are weighted by each users’ weights
in order to maximize the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. In this paper, the
weight u is the previous channel information from the receiver to the transmitter. At
the first time, maximum ratio combing (MRC) method is used for weight derivation
algorithm at the transmitter. So the k th sub-carrier component of the data symbol stream
can be expressed as

S (k )  2 P  u*,k du c (u , B ) (k mod SF ) 
U 1

(1)

u 0

where P  Ec /( SF  Tc ) is the transmit power per spreading code with Ec being the
signal energy per FFT sample and Tc being the FFT sample length. u, k is the estimated
channel of the u th user and the k th subcarrier. * is the complex conjugate. After the Uorder code multiplexing, the time domain PB/MC-CDMA signal is generated by
applying N c -point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) as
s(t ) 

Nc 1



k 0



t

 S (k ) exp  j 2 N

c


k 


(2)

After the insertion of cyclic prefix (CP) into the guard interval (GI), the PB/MC CDMA signal is transmitted from the antenna. Assuming that channel has L
independent propagation paths with chip-spaced distinct time delays, the impulse
response h(t ) of the channel can be expressed as [9]
L1

h(t )   hl (t   l )

(3)

l 0

where hl and  l are the l th path gain and time delay, respectively, with



L 1

l 0

E[ hl ]  1 (here, E[] is the ensemble average operation and  () is the delta
2

function). After removing the GI, which in figure 2, the received signal r (t ) can be
expressed as
L1

r (t )   hl s(t   l )   (t )

(4)

l 0

where  (t ) represents the zero-mean noise process having variance 2 N 0 / Tc with N 0
representing the single-sided power spectrum density of the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). Then the received signal is decomposed into N c -point FFT. The k th
sub-carrier component of the received signal, then the R(k ) can express as

R( k ) 

1
N



t 
  H i (k ) S (k )  (k )
c 

 r (t ) exp   j 2k N


(5)

where H (k ) and (k ) are respectively the Fourier transforms of the channel impulse
response and the noise and are given by
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Then the cancellation technique is mentioned, which to cancel the interference from
other users.
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Figure 3. The Flowchart of the OIC at the Receiver
The Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the OIC at the receiver. The operations are as
follow:
Step 1: calculating the received SNR for all the users.
Step 2: comparing the obtained SNR value and ordering the users in descending
order according to the SNR value.
Step 3: storing the total received signal and updating it by subtracting the
interference signal.
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Step 4: detecting the user’s signal from the currently stored received signal following
the sequence mentioned in step 2, and the largest power signal can be detected.
Step 5: checking whether the detected signal is the desired signal S d or not. If it is the
desired signal then we have the output signal and the process is finished. If it is not the
desired signal, then continue the iteration from step 3 to step 5 until the desired user’s
signal is detected. In order to describe the canceller part in detail, the following part is
mentioned. In order to describe the cancellation part in detail, the following paragraphs
are used.

Figure 4. PB/MC-CDMA Receiver using Joint MMSE-FDE and ICI Cancellation
The PB/MC-CDMA receiver using joint MMSE-FED and ICI cancellation is shown
in Figure 4. First of all, R(k ) is the signal after the FFT. At the equalization part, we
should use the channel estimation to get the desired signals. In this paper, we use the
minimum mean square error frequency-domain equalization for reducing the ICI while
minimizing the noise enhancement. So the signals after the equalization can express as
follows:
~
(7)
R (k )  w(k )  R(k )
Here the w(k ) is the weight of the MMSE which is given by [6]

w(k ) 

H * (k )
1

 E U   Ng 
 1 

H (k )   s
 N 0 SF   N c 

(8)

2

where H (k ) is channel state information of k th sub-carrier. After the equalization,
the whole signal is de-spread to get the frequency diversity data because of the multi carrier of every user. However, the presence of residual ICI after MMSE-FDE degrades
achievable BER performance in frequency-selective fading channel. So we perform the
OIC for reducing the residual ICI. To perform the OIC, we should select the maximum
strength user U max through channel state information which is looked as the interference
to re-spread to get g~u (k ) and subtract from the receiver.

Rˆ (k )  R(k )  g~u (k )
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This is preceded by an operation that order according to the received signal strength.
Also, the detection and cancellation process is achieved successively in order of
strength. This process is repeated until desire users have been detected. The scheme is
limited in complexity because only a user is removed in each cancellation. However,
this approach leads to long delays when the number of users increases.
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As show in equation (10), we have divided the received power into different levels,
each user has different power levels by pre-weight at the transmitter. More details will
be described as follows:
Step 1: We calculate the received SNR for all the users.
Step 2: We compare the obtained SNR value and ordering these users in descending
turn according to the SNR value.
Step 3: as the level operation, the first strongest, the second strongest and the
n  1th strongest signal power, which are larger than desired signal power should be
subtracted from the receiver. Then, the follow interference canceller will be used.
Rˆ( n)  R( n)  g~1  g~2  g~3    g~n 1 where g~n is the interference of nth interferer to the
desired user with the power level n . For example, if the received SNR order of desire
user is 3, then the interference will be operated like Rˆ (3)  R(3)  g~1  g~2 , the first largest
and second largest received SNR as interference to subtract from the total receive signal
to finish the process. From the above operation, we know that the interference is sorted
by order, which means we just consider the interference from other users which have
larger signal power than the desired user, so the OIC is get. At the same time the
channel information should be saved and be feedback to the transmitter for the next
propagating weights.
Finally, the desired signal can be obtained through frequency domain dispreading as

du 

1
SF

NaSF  SF

 Rˆ (k )c (k )

k  NaSF

*
u

(11)

We obtain the frequency diversity data d u due to the multi-carrier. Here,
N
Na  (user %B) where B  c . % means modulo operation. Thus, finally we acquired
SF
the desired data.

3. Simulation Parameter and Results
Through computer simulations, we prove the advantages of our proposed system. The
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. Both the number of users and the FFT point are
128, the guard interval is 25% as compared to the symbol duration. In one OFDM frame, the
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symbol number and pilot number are 64 and 4, respectively. Also, the number of iteration of
proposed system is from 0 to 3, which provides sufficiently improved BER performance.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Subcarrier number
FFT point
Number of user nodes
Symbol number in one
frame
Pilot number
Channel model
Modulation type

128
128
2
64
4
18-path Rayleigh fading channel
QPSK
0.25 (25% compared to symbol
duration)

Guard Interval
0

10

-1

10

without OIC

-2

BER

10
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Figure 5. BER Performance Comparisons of Proposed System and
Conventional Systems with Iterative OIC Scheme
The simulated BER performance with iterative OIC scheme is plotted in Figure 5. with the
number i of iterations. We use the spreading factor SF  32 and 32 users and Doppler
frequency 30Hz. The BER performance of the OIC scheme is better than BER performance
of the PIC scheme, because OIC detection/cancellation is successively performed according
to the descending order of the signal’ reliability. The iterative OIC can significantly improve
the BER performance, while the BER of without iterative OIC worse than iterative OIC due
to the residual ICI. When increasing the iterative number, proposed system can achieve the
better performance. However, we can show that the more iterative number increase, the less
BER performance is little improved, because OIC with iterative can effectively suppress the
residual interference from other users when i is increased.
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4. Conclusions
We introduce novel interference cancellation schemes in order to improve the performance
in the partial block multi-carrier code division multiple access (PB/MC-CDMA) environment.
We are called OIC (order interference canceller). In the OIC scheme, we should find the
signal which is the strongest step by step and later removed from the receiver signals to
reduce the interference. The OIC is able to achieve better performance by reducing the
interference and compensating fading channel of signals. The performance and effectiveness
of the proposed system are demonstrated by computer simulations.
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